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DOLLARS AND VALUES Parents try to
determine how much is too much. A young girl
dressed like her American Girl doll.

Nina Falcone, a 25-year-old Chica-
go marketer, has given up on cash.
Whenever possible, she uses her
Southwest Airlines Rapid Rewards
card to collect points for plane tick-
ets to visit her family in California.
She does not carry a balance from
month to month or pay humongous
interest charges.

But she acknowledges some
downsides to the ease of buying.
Time magazines piled up around
her apartment after she bought a
subscription because it came with
an offer for extra points. And she
has increased the amount of time
she spends shopping on the Inter-
net because merchants offer online
incentives for cardholders.

“I haven’t paid for a trip on South-
west in years,” said Ms. Falcone,
which may be technically true, but
research suggests that consumers
tend to spend more using plastic
than they would with actual cash.

Incentives like frequent-flier
miles or rewards points only am-
plify a temptation that banks and
financial services companies have
been profiting from for decades.

“When you vary the payment
method, people are willing to pay
more,” said Duncan Simester, a pro-
fessor at M.I.T. who wrote a land-
mark paper on the subject in 2001.

“You’re not forking over a dollar bill,
so there is less sensation of loss.”

With M.B.A. students as the sub-
jects, Mr. Simester and a colleague,
Drazen Prelec, auctioned tickets to
basketball and baseball games fea-
turing the Boston Celtics and the
Boston Red Sox. Some participants
were told they would have to pay by
credit card, others were informed
that only cash would be accepted.
When credit cards were an option,
the M.B.A. students offered to pay
roughly twice as much as they were
willing to hand over in cash. Mr.
Simester said that while it was not
unusual to see spending patterns
shift by 5 or 10 percent in experi-
ments, “you don’t see too many ex-
amples where people offer double
what they would have otherwise.”

But the ease of buying with plas-
tic, or what marketers call “fric-
tion-free spending,” is only half the
story. Social scientists have found
that consumers have been condi-
tioned by even the sight of credit
card logos to want to spend more.

Richard Feinberg of Purdue Uni-
versity persuaded restaurants near
campus in West Lafayette, Ind., to
let him study patrons’ spending
habits. He placed credit card logos
and symbols on some tables and
left others without them. The im-
ages associated with credit cards
prompted diners to spend more and
leave bigger tips. A similar exercise
in a faculty member’s office pro-

duced larger donations to the Unit-
ed Way, Mr. Feinberg added.

“People spend more when these
stimuli are present,” he said. “Just
as Pavlov found that dogs would
salivate when they heard tones
associated with food, people have
been conditioned to associate credit
cards with spending.”

Although tools like Apple Pay are
too new to have allowed the kind of

conditioning that credit card use has
produced, Mr. Feinberg suggests a
similar dynamic could be at work.
“Just stand at Starbucks and watch
how many people there use their
smartphones to buy a latte.”

The key, said Greg McBride of
Bankrate.com, a personal finance
website, is to exercise the same dis-
cipline with plastic that you would
with cash. If you can’t help yourself,
or occasionally carry a balance,
avoid incentive cards at all costs.
“They only work for consumers who
pay their balances in full,” he said.

For the 60 percent of consumers
who cannot pay off what they owe
each month, a smarter bet would be
to seek out the card with the lowest
interest rate. Even the best card
rates are still high — the typical
consumer has $2,200 in credit card
debt, with an average annual inter-
est rate of nearly 16 percent, accord-
ing to Bankrate.com.

Does that mean consumers
should cut their cards up, stick to
cash the way our great-grandpar-
ents had to and embrace the sup-
posedly traditional value of thrift?

It’s not that simple today, nor
was there really ever a golden age
when Americans bought only what
they could truly afford, said Lendol
Calder, a professor at Augustana
College in Rock Island, Ill.

“The river of red ink has run
through American history from the
beginning,” Mr. Calder said.
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Talking Points

The Going Rate
For National Security
At a time of increasing threats of
cyberattacks, the Department of
Homeland Security is having trouble
recruiting because it cannot match
the pay of the private sector and
lacks the allure of other intelligence
agencies. Candy Alexander of the
Information Systems Security As-
sociation, a trade group, said many
cybersecurity professionals avoided
working for Homeland Security be-
cause it was not seen as cutting edge.
“For a lot of people who do this work,
it is about who gets the coolest toys
first,” she said. “And D.H.S. doesn’t
come across as a place where that is
going to happen.”

In Sickness and in Health
Several studies have found that
being married improves survival
in cancer patients. A new study
in California suggests that it may
largely be the social and emotional
support of marriage, rather than any
economic advantages, that produces
the effect. The risk of death among
unmarried men in the study was 27
percent higher, and among unmar-
ried women 19 percent higher, than
among the married. But even after
adjusting for socioeconomic factors,
unmarried men still had a 22 percent
higher mortality risk and unmarried
women a 15 percent higher risk than
the married.

China to Canada, With Cash
China’s rapid economic rise has
turned peasants into billionaires, and
many wealthy Chinese are eager to
stow their families, and their riches,
in the West. A popular stopping
point: Vancouver, British Columbia.
The metropolitan area of 2.3 million
is home to increasing numbers
of ethnic-Chinese residents, who
made up more than 18 percent of the
population in 2011, up from less than
7 percent in 1981. Their wealth is
causing an affordable-housing crisis,
but it is keeping high-end stores and
luxury car dealerships brimming
with business.

A Dip in Altered Crops
The world’s farmers have increased
their use of genetically modified
crops steadily and sharply since the
technology became broadly com-
mercialized in 1996. Not anymore. In
2015, for the first time, the acre-
age used for the crops declined. A
nonprofit that tracks the plantings
of biotech seeds said the main cause
for the decline, which measured 1
percent from 2014 levels, was low
commodity prices, which led farmers
to plant less corn, soybeans and
canola of all types, both genetically
engineered and nonengineered.
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Most of us want our children to have
the best of everything, but not too
much of anything. As a result, some
families impose a form of enforced
deprivation. Frequently the “no” is
not because they can’t afford it, but
because the word “enough” is flash-
ing on some scoreboard somewhere
that only they can see. Those of us
who grew up hearing “no” a lot are
tempted to say “yes,” if we can af-
ford to. We want our kids to live bet-
ter lives than we did — and better
ones than we could afford last year.

However, every question about
children, money and values boils
down to this: How much is enough?
And how much is too much? Consid-
er the hoverboard. Before it became
clear that its explosive battery was
reason enough to ban it on safety
grounds, parents struggled with the
flashiness and the hefty price.

The companies that sell them
tried to make these things a need
and not a want. It’s transportation!
For those of us who value at least
a bit of modesty, we had to won-
der whether being among the first
kids in school to get a hoverboard
was akin to being among the only
grown-ups in town with a Mercedes.
Nobody needs a Mercedes.

Social scientists tell us that we
get more joy out of spending money
on doing things than having things,
and many of us do spend large
amounts of money on our little peo-
ple and their athletic pursuits. Plen-
ty of children enjoy these activities
more than anything else they do.
Others, feel pressure to offer some
return on their parents’ investment
in the form of athletic scholarships.

Still, there is no numerical defini-
tion of enough. And no matter how
precisely we may try to define the
term, our parental understanding of
it will shift. Wanting more, as the fi-
nancial planner Tim Maurer puts it
in his new book “Simple Money,” is
an affliction that is nearly universal
and has little to do with how much
we already have. “Our tendency is
to move away from Enough — not
toward it,” he writes.

This happens in part because

of what surrounds us — and what
we choose to surround ourselves
with. If you haven’t yet chosen the
neighborhood or town where you’re
going to raise your family, consid-
er doing a materialism audit of the
places you’re considering. What
sort of impact will those surround-
ings have on children’s definition
how much they think is enough?

Everyone else might try two ex-

periments. First, map out
your own precise definition
of enough in every category
of spending that you do for
your children. How much
is enough when it comes to
rain boots? Are the generic
rubber boots at Target fine?
What if your children want
fancy Hunter boots? Would
you insist they use their
allowance or birthday gift
money to make up the dif-
ference between the prices
of the Target boots that you
consider “enough” and the
luxury product that they
want so badly?

Or will the high-end goods
simply go on a banned-item
list? Most of us have one,
even if it isn’t written down.
Perhaps yours has violent

video games, double piercings or
weapons. Mr. Maurer, having re-
belled against a religious upbring-
ing where so much was on that list,
isn’t keen on making it too long.

Mr. Maurer suggests forcing chil-
dren to wait, for a good long while.
“I don’t want my kids to buy some-
thing just because everyone else
wants it,” he said. “More important-
ly, I don’t want them to want some-

thing just because everyone else
wants it.”

We don’t control their minds, but
we can introduce pause buttons.
And so it goes with Mr. Maurer,
whose 10-year-old son successfully
tried out for a competitive travel
lacrosse team. The family happily
pays for him to play. But the chance
to upgrade to an optional $300 team
helmet when the boy had one that
protected his noggin just fine led to
some pointed family discussions.

It is that deep, searching dia-
logue itself that ought to be our end
game, said Barbara Nusbaum, a
psychologist in New York City who
specializes in talking about money
and values with both children and
adults. “The key is the mind-set to
continually question and wonder in
ourselves and in conversation with
others about our choices,” she said.

So there can never be enough talk
about enough. In the Maurer family,
the conversation about how much
helmet is enough helped everyone
step back and consider the point of
playing on a travel team in the first
place. The big idea is to grow as a
person and athlete and teammate.

If their son does that well, then
there’s always next year to consid-
er the helmet.
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Many parents enforce
deprivation to limit
children’s material goods.

How Much Money Is Enough?
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Credit Cards Encourage Our Urge to Splurge

The High Cost of Credit
About 60 percent of consumers
do not pay off what they owe each
month, Bankrate.com found.

$2,200
The amount of credit card debt a
typical consumer carries.

16%
The average annual interest rate,
according to Bankrate.com.
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